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Student charged after fight 
Two treated for stab wounds 
By Mike Wilson 
assistant news editor 
A JMU freshman was charged 
with malicious wounding by cam- 
pus police after two other 
students were injured during a 
fight in Weaver Hall about 1:15 
p.m. Sunday, the university 
spokesman said. 
John R. Kvasnicka, 18, of Spr- 
ingfield, allegedly stabbed his 
roommate, Michael E. Hum- 
phries, 18, of Hopewell, also a 
freshman, in the side with a dirk 
— a small, dagger-like knife — 
during a fight that started for 
unknown reasons, Fred Hilton 
said. 
Humphries lived with 
Kvasnicka in Weaver Hall, he 
said. The fight started in their 
B-section suite. 
A suitemate, freshman Emmet t 
E. Thomas, 18, of Madison 
Heights, was stabbed in the arm 
while trying to break up the fight, 
Hilton said. 
Two other suitemates stopped 
the fight and took Humphries in- 
to the Weaver Hall television 
lounge before campus police and 
a Harrisonburg rescue squad ar- 
rived on the scene, he said. 
The three men were taken to 
Rockingham Memorial Hospital 
for treatment of injuries they sus- 
tained during the fight. 
Humphries remained in stable 
condition at the hospital Sunday 
evening, after undergoing surgery 
for lacerations, while Thomas 
was under observation in the 
emergency room, a hospital 
spokeswoman said. 
Kvasnicka was released from 
the hospital earlier in the after- 
noon, the spokeswoman said. 
Although residents of Weaver 
Hall and the residence hall staff 
were advised by campus police 
not to discuss the incident, 
students outside the dormitory 
were upset by the scene. 
"It just makes you nervous," 
said Trent Samuels, a resident of 
Ikenberry Hall. "It could happen 
any place, any time." 
Staff photo by STEVE EATON 
Campus police escort suspect John R. Kvasnicka to a car 
outside Weaver Hall Sunday. 
Students safe in Paris program JMU assessment testing suffering from disinterest 
By Amy Porter 
staff writer  
Despite five bombings in Paris this month, JMU 
students participating in the Semester in Paris 
program are not in any real danger, the program's 
director said. 
The risk of violence or bodily harm is so minute 
given the number of people in Paris," said Dr. David 
Ley, who also is an associate professor of 
hotel-restaurant management 
Paris bombings in the past two weeks have killed 
eight people and wounded more than 180 others, 
according to recent media reports. 
Millions of people live in and visit Paris, so the 
chances of the 25 JMU students there being hurt are 
slim, he said. 
Although he cannot cite statistics, Ley said he 
thinks there are more violent crimes in U.S. cities 
like Washington, D.C. than in any European city, 
even Paris. 
Ley compared the danger of being in Paris to the 
danger of flying in an airplane. 
People always hear of plane crashes and are 
reluctant to fly. But considering the number of daily 
flights, there are fewer plane accidents than car 
accidents, he said. 
"There's more risk in driving up [Interstate] 81 than 
flying in an airplane," Ley said. The risk for the 
students in Paris is similar to the risk in flying. 
See PARIS page 2 ► 
By Kyra Scarton 
editor .  
Of the almost 700 freshmen invited to participate 
in JMU's assessment testing, less than 50 percent 
indicated they would take the test 
When the first tests were administered Wednesday, 
the figures were even lower. About 35 percent, or 5 
of the 14 expected students, arrived for the morning 
test while about 40 of the 80 students expected, or 50 
percent, showed up for the afternoon test 
Assessment office staff members spent most of last 
week sending notices and calling students expected to 
take the test They sent more than 110 cards and made 
80 phone calls. 
See TESTING page 2 > 
speaker 
The founder of the Congress of 
Racial Equality spoke to JMU 
students here Wednesday night. 
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Scoring 
show 
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a team effort to explode for 
39 points and Its first win. 
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Civil rights activist examines U.S. policies 
By Valarie Jackson 
staff writer 
"a 
The United States cannot compare 
itself to South Africa when it comes to 
racial relations, said the founder of the 
Congress of Racial Equality last week. 
"Of course w&'re better than South 
Africa, but (hall nothing to be proud 
of," visiting scholar James Farmer said 
Wednesday night in front of Moody 
Hall. 
The lecture, originally scheduled to 
take place in Blackwell Auditorium. 
was moved outside because of 
overcrowding. 
Farmer said the United States should 
look at its history and attempt to show 
marked improvements over the 
conditions that existed before the civil 
rights movement in the 1950s and '60s • 
Personal experiences led him to 
become a civil rights leader. He told of 
one such experience when he attended 
Wiley College in Texas. 
"One day, in the men's dormitory, the 
young men in college were discussing 
segregation," Farmer said. 
"Oh, we castigated the evil dragon of 
segregation. We killed the dragon 
verbally, laid it to rest 
"We dug it's grave, covered it up, put 
a tombstone over it and wrote it's 
epitaph. And I felt good as I was 
walking home. 
"I killed segregation." 
In the year 1942, Farmer proposed 
establishing CORE, an interracial 
organization, using the Ghandian 
techniques of non-violent direct action. 
CORE also was based on Henry David 
Thoreau's idea of "civil disobedience," 
he said. 
Civil disobedience concerns 
non-cooperation with authority and 
sometimes means going to jail in order 
to protest segregation and racism, he 
said. 
When CORE first started, the 
organization did not receive much 
publicity, but "year after year in the 
'40s, we went on knocking down 
barriers of segregation in places of 
public accommodation," Farmer said. 
'Oh, we 
castigated the 
evil dragon of 
segregation. We 
killed the 
dragon verbally, 
laid it to rest' 
-James Farmer 
One of CORE'S largest projects so far 
was the "freedom ride" in 1961, he said. 
In that project, 14 members, including 
Farmer himself, rode through the South 
to protest segregated facilities. 
"I consider the '60s to be the nation's 
finest hour," he said, because people 
forgot about themselves and stood up 
for the rights of their fellow man. 
Farmer's work with the civil rights 
Staff photo by JIM ENGBERT 
Visiting scholar James Farmer discusses U.S. racial relations. 
movement slowed in 1966, when he 
resigned from the top position of 
CORE, the organization he had founded 
more than 20 years before. 
He resigned because of schisms 
within the organization. Currently, he 
is a temporary professor at Mary 
Washington College in Fredericksburg. 
In his lecture, Farmer insisted that 
those who struggled with civil rights 
did so because they loved America. 
"If we had not loved her (America), 
we would have gone someplace else," 
he said. 
Five-year plan rolling into implementation stages 
By Mike Wilson 
assistant news aditor 
By next fall, the five-year plan should be out of the 
planning stages and into implementation, said JMU's 
acting president at this year's first University Council 
meeting. 
This will probably be the busiest year in a long, 
long time," said Dr. Russell Warren Thursday when 
the council met in mezzanine room A in the Warren 
Campus Center. 
When the planning is complete, the First programs 
to be implemented will be those dealing directly with 
curriculum and academics. Warren said. 
During the meeting. Dr. Robert Shapiro, acting vice 
president for academic affairs, gave a brief summary of 
the accomplishments of five-year commissions and 
committees. 
The committee studying the degree of student 
challenge at JMU has distributed questionnaires to a 
sampling of students to assess the degree of challenge 
presented by courses and reqirements at JMU, Shapiro 
said. The results of the questionnaire should be 
available by the beginning of October. 
Another committee, which is studying the effects 
and values of student learning outside the classroom, is 
in the process of studying the value of student 
internships. Also, committee members are 
investigating the possibility of starting a semester in 
Washington program. 
Shapiro said the Washington program would be 
similar to the semester abroad program. The university 
needs to find a director for the program and a house in 
Washington, he said. 
The admissions committee is studying the use of 
SAT scores and class rank to predict how successful 
incoming freshmen will be after a few years at JMU, 
Shapiro said. They also are developing a marketing 
plan to promote the university, he said. 
Dr. Robert Scott, chairman of the Commission on 
Student Services, said members of the student affairs 
department and the faculty are researching student 
development at JMU. 
JMU is a national forerunner for research in that 
area, Scott said. 
"Many of the things they are going to have to come 
up with will be new and unique," he said. 
Warren said that the student development research 
and the faculty senate's new self-evaluation program 
"show that the five-year plan is really an ongoing 
process." 
Dr. Linwood Rose, chairman of the Commission on 
Planning and Development, said his commission is 
considering expanding Z-lot to provide more student 
parking. 
Another proposal to provide more parking is to build 
a three-level parking deck, he said. Expanding Z-lot 
would be faster. Rose said, and the university needs to 
provide more parking as soon as possible. 
Dr. William O'Meara, speaker for the faculty senate, 
said the senate voted in favor of a proposal to allow 
faculty members who have had research leaves to be 
eligible for another leave before the previous six-year 
waiting period. 
O'Meara said the reason for the decision was that 
"many of these people are our outstanding researchers," 
and it is good for the university to give them the 
opportunity to do outside work. 
Greg Gromada, president of the Student Government 
Association, gave a summary of what the SGA has 
done so far this year. He said the SGA's goals include 
working on student assesment, drug and alcohol 
awareness and a revision of the drop-add process. 
Joie Hersey, vice president of the Honor Council, 
reported that one violation has been reported so far this 
year. For the first time, the council did not receive any 
cases over the summer or during May session, she 
said. 
f 
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The   First  Annual 
Tuition   Giveaway 
Win your choice of: 
*One semester's in-state tuition 
($1200). 
OR 
*$1,200 cash. 
OR 
*Roundtrip Airfare, luxury hotel, 
scuba diving & more, to 
Cancun, Mexico. 
(Courtesy of Travel Pros, Valley Mall) 
Get your tickets on the W.C.C.patio on 
Parents day or from any Sigma Phi Epsilon 
Brother (or Call the SPE house). 
Tickets $1.00 
This is one ticket your parents will 
#        love to pay for! 
— 
1#e -pen is 
mightier than 
the sword; 
(however, Both, are equatiy fattablt.) 
We make mistakes 
at "The Breeze" - 
occasionally. If we 
do, let us know. 
Call us at 568 - 6127. 
Kyra Scarton Editor 
Mark Charnock Mng. Editor 
Michael Scoffonc.Bus. Mgr. 
fIhe <Bmze 
$68-6127 
mm 
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NEWSFILE 
Symposium focuses on Third World 
Political, economic and social affairs 
of Third World nations, particularly in 
Central and South America, will be 
explored next week in JMU's 1986 
Arts and Sciences Symposium. 
Through art, film and lectures, the 
symposium will cover topics such as 
child health, women laborers, military 
conflicts and misperceptions about 
Third World cultures. 
The symposium, titled "The Third 
World: Problems and Prospects," also 
will feature an art exhibit in the 
Sawhill Gallery in the Duke Fine Arts 
Center. Starting today, the exhibit will 
run through Oct. 22. 
Votive offerings from Mexico, ritual 
masks from Africa and domestic 
weaving from the Far East are included 
in this collection from Gallery K in 
Washington, D.C. 
A lecture about the exhibit will be 
given at 4 p.m. Oct. 7 at 4 p.m. in 
Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre. 
Dr. John Vlach, associate professor of 
American studies and director of the 
folklife program at George Washington 
University, will deliver the lecture. 
"Black Orpheus," a film directed by 
Marcel Camus in 1958, will be shown 
in Grafton-Stovall Theatre Sunday at 
7:30 p.m. 
On Tuesday, Oct. 7, Dr. Scot 
Thompson will discuss "Third World' 
Wars: World Politics and the Third 
World" at 7:30 p.m. in Grafton-Stovall 
Theatre. 
A graduate of Stanford and Oxford 
universities, Thompson was a member 
of the Ford and Reagan administrations. 
He is currently on the faculty of the 
Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy, 
Tufts University. 
Dr. Paul B. Goodwin Jr. will explore 
the stereotypes that North Americans 
have, developed to explain Latin 
America. 
Goodwin's lecture, "So Far From God 
and So Close to the United States: 
Stereotypes and Misperceptions in 
United States-Latin American 
Relations," will be given on Oct. 8 at 4 
p.m. in Grafton-Stovall Theatre. 
Goodwin is an associate professor and 
director of the Center for Latin 
American and Caribbean Studies at the 
University of Connecticut. 
Two other presentations will be made 
Oct. 8 in Grafton-Stovall Theatre. At 
7:30 p.m., Manuel Alcala, the second 
secretary of the Mexican embassy, will 
talk about "Mexico's Pragmatic Foreign 
Policy." 
Humberto Serna, first secretary of the 
Colombian embassy, will speak at 8:15 
p.m. concerning "The Colombian Role 
in International Affairs." 
On Oct. 9, at 4 p.m., "Child Health 
as an Investment" will be the topic of 
William Chandler. This discussion 
will focus on malnutrition in the Third 
World and the progress in improving 
child health that man of these countries 
have made. 
Chandler, who is senior researcher at 
Worldwatch Institute in Washington, 
D.C, has specialized in energy and 
health projects. 
At 7:30 p.m. Dr. Mary Rojas will 
discuss "The Invisible Laborers: 
Women of the Third World." Her 
presentation will show women's work 
in developing regions and outline issues 
concerning these women, such as their 
lack of political power, education, 
proper nutrition and valued work. 
Rojas is the assistant director of the 
office of international development at 
Virginia Tech.  . 
The arts and sciences symposium is 
sponsored annually by the dean of the 
College of Letters and Sciences. AU 
events are free and open to the public. 
Education program 
to stress cultures 
in first of four 
"Multicultural Education" is the 
theme of JMUs Institute on Education 
that starts today. 
The first of four scheduled this 
academic year,.the institute is sponsored 
by the College of Education and Human 
Services. 
Three speakers will discuss concerns 
of black, Asian and Hispanic students 
and the immersion of students into 
other cultures. 
Speakers will present their views in 
mezzanine rooms C and D of the 
Warren Campus Center throughout the 
day. 
Speakers to be featured include Dr 
Judith Thomas, head of the education 
department at Lincoln University in 
Pennsylvania; Jean Lewis Yeh, a 
teacher of English as a second language 
in the Chesterfield County schools and 
Addair McConnell, a retired Fairfax 
County teacher who participated in 
state's French Academy immersion 
program this summer. 
For further information, call Dr. A. 
Jerry Benson, director of JMU's Human 
Development Center, at^6484. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
GENERAL 
The JMU Lite Science Museum in 
the basement of Burruss, Room 10, will 
be open Mondays and Wednesdays 10 
am. - 12p.m. and Fridays 1p.m. -5p.m. 
Students interested in applying 
for Who's Who in American Universities 
and Colleges should pick up application 
forms in the Associate Vice President 
for Student Affairs' Office. Room 106/ 
Alumnae Hall. Applicants must be 
graduating in Dec., 1986, May, 1987. or 
Aug., 1987 and have already earned at 
least 90 credit hours with at least a 3.0 
cumulative grade point average. 
Applications must be returned to 106 
Alumnae by 5p.m.. Tuesday. Oct. 7. 
The      Muscular      Dystrophy 
Association is looking for volunteers to 
assist in the planning, organization and 
execution of Superdance '87. 
Interested persons please send name 
and post office box number to Sheila, 
Box 3107, to obtain application. 
Had too much to drink and drive? 
C.A.R.S. is running between 11p.m. and 
3a.m., Fridays & Saturdays. Call 
433-CARS.  
Opportunities to tutor. If you are 
interested in tutoring any JMU subject 
area, please come by the Counseling 
and Student Development Center, 2nd 
floor Alumnae Hall, for an application. 
The Counseling and Student 
Development Center offers personal, 
study skills and vocational counseling 
for individuals and groups. Call X6552 
for more information or come for walk-in 
service 3-5p.m., Monday-Thursday, no 
appointment needed - Alumnae Hall 
200. 
Students Interested In part-time 
employment are encouraged to stop by 
the Career Planning and Placement 
office to review job openings presently 
available. Call x6229 for more 
information. 
General     Accounting     Office 
positions - Stop by CP&P for info, on 
positions currently available. 
Applications posted on bulletin board in 
the CP&P office. 
The University Writing Lab offers 
individualized help to students working 
on papers, reports, essay exams, 
letters of application, resumes, 
grammar, or preparing to take the GRE, 
LSAT. NET. or GMAT. For further 
information, contact Mrs. Hoskins, 
Keezell419, x6967. 
The Reading Lab (6111), Freshman 
Writing Lab (3651), University Writing 
Lab (6967), and Math Lab (6594) are 
presently located in Keezel Hall, rooms 
419-423. Call or stop by for an 
appointment. 
Resume/cover    letter    reviews, 
every Thursday, 9-11a.m. Please have 
resumes in typed formate ready for 
printing. 
MEETINGS 
JMU Circle K Club meets 
Tuesday. 6p.m. Rm. A. WCC 
Mezzanine. New members always 
welcome. Info. x5412. 
The JMU Christian Science 
Organization will be holding meetings on 
the 2nd & 4th Sunday of the month in 
Room E of WCC, 5:30-6:30p.m. Info. 
X5806. 
EVENTS 
MBA Forum - Here's a great 
opportunity to meet graduate business 
faculty from leading graduate 
management schools for the purpose of 
discussing GMAT's, entrance 
requirements, etc. A must for all 
business majors considering graduate 
study. The University of Maryland will 
host this year's forum at the Hyatt 
Regency Capitol Hill, Washington DC, 
Nov. 14-15. Stop by CP&P for additional 
information and registration. 
Foreign Service Exam given on 
Saturday,' Dec. 6. Deadline for 
registration is Oct. 24. Stop by CP&P 
for additional information and 
application forms. 
CP&P Special Program - Graduate 
School: Decision and Preparation, Oct. 
1, 5 6p.m. in Miller 101. A presentation 
and discussion on choosing between 
graduate school and employment, 
selecting a graduate program, and 
achieving graduate study goals. 
Accounting Careers Day - Sign up 
at CP&P by Sept. 30. Find out what the 
accounting environment is all about. 
Hosted by the Maryland Association of 
Certified Public Accountants.     . 
       • J_  
Xerox Business Seminar, Oct. 30, 
8a.m.-5p.m. Submit resume and cover 
letter between Sept. 20 & Oct. 3. 
Selection listing to be posted after Oct. 
17. Call x67229 for additional info. 
Fall 1986 Arts and Sciences 
Symposium - The Third World: Problems 
and Prospects. Art Exhibit, Sept. 
29-Oct. 22. 
The     Wesley     Foundation 
Thursday, Oct. 2, 7p.m., New Life 
Singers. 
Visiting Scholars - Oct. 15, 8p.m.. 
Godwin 355 Studio, "After the Boom: 
Changes in the World of Dance", William 
Como, Editor in Chief, Dance Magazine; 
Oct. 20, 3p.m., Grafton-Stovall 
Theatre, "Living With the Bomb", Paul 
Loeb,  Author  &  Lecturer 
.'■ 
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Byrd honored 
Staff photo by STEVE EATON 
Harry Byrd Jr., who served for 36 years in the Virginia Senate 
and the U.S. Senate, gave a short speech after receiving JMU's 
12th annuel Commonwealth Award for outstanding govern- 
ment service. JMU Acting President Russell Warren presented 
Byrd with the award Saturday at the annual Government Day 
program held in Chandler Hall. 
COURTFILE 
Non-student confesses to DU4 
By Alix Dapolito 
court reporter 
A non-student pleaded guilty Sept. 18 
in Rockingham County General 
District Court to driving under the 
influence. 
• Non-student Eric A. Lowe, 24, of 
Harrisonburg pleaded guilty and was 
fined $350. He was sentenced to 30 
days in jail, with 28 days suspended, 
and his license was suspended for 
three years. 
Lowe was arrested Aug. 27 at Port 
Republic Road and Bluestone Drive by 
campus police. 
Teacher nominations accepted 
Nominations are being accepted 
for Educator of the Year awards 
which are presented annually by 
Greater Madison Inc. 
Greater Madison, a JMU sup- 
port group, presents the awards 
honoring residents of the Shenan- 
doah Valley for contributions to 
education. 
Two awards will be presented by 
Greater Madison at a banquet at 
JMU in mid-November. One 
award honors a teacher and the 
other goes to an administrator or a 
layman who has made contribu- 
tions to education. 
Dr. Julius B. Roberson, chair- 
man of Greater Madison's 
Educator of the Year committee, 
said nominations will be accepted 
until Sept. 30. 
Recipients of the awards must 
have made a contribution to 
education in the Shenandoah 
Valley. 
Ac 
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TRUCK LOAD 
CARPET 
SALE!!! 
WH EH: Mon. Sept. 29 - Wed. Oct. 1 
* 9 A.M.-5 P.M. 
WHERE: West Patio Behind WCC 
WHAT: Carpet Sale 
WHY:   Because You Need It 
COST: $10-$30 
TRY NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA 
Ciro's Pizza 
SPECIAL 
Buy a 16" pizza 
2 toppings plus cheese 
ONLY  $629 
The Original Italian Pizza 
778 E. Market Street 
434-5375 Expires 9-30-86 T*T ***** w
'with this 
coupon only) 
The  Knitting Basket 
Gifts and Yarns 
* selection of gifts from country 
accesories to stuffed animals 
* yarn in bold, fall colors 
1427 S.  Main St.   10-5 M-F 
433-9517 10-9 Wed. 
Come Live "With Jour Jritnds 
Fully furnished 2 bedroom, 2 bath condo 
Pool, Workout room, fireplace, Clubroom 
1 Month Free Rent 
Available Immediately 
434-6166 
MJTDJSCW 
MAJsfOR 
- 
c1<W fyemrWrpa^SW^?^ l^iPm? 
  
BLOOM COUNTY- -Berke Breathed   THE FAR SIDE- Gary Larson 
HEK IS THE office of m NEH QW90MT or-me K0OM 
numm." HO MEW cane 
sm/f mm? -tartr- 
matrmmy, warn STRIP 
INCWPePMK#fV 'PrVT'- 
mCH mty cmxmrs Pom\ 
REALIZEa* wan stmio 
msr vwm/ws. 
THE 'vwrmi peFense cemue- 
IS OVm>£ THE NKSHb 
rtCKEVNb WT oemNG KL£P 
UP. one MW Htweft wnmA ■me cmmtorismm ofn/s. 
...AbHN, ONEMHritmmR 
UHEIHEK m cmxmr— 
Heis/w 
A STATEMENT 
ISBEINd 
mump.. 
CHAIN & JANE Jacki Hampton 
CwflirJ, X ulM  X)»T 
AT  Tut   MRU. COOMCJC 
mCCTMOfe   Wt'K* 
«*>IM4 T» MAW   * WB 
EVCMsoi*  UKMS 
A   T-»Ml«T   THAT 
MMMMM-ITV. 
YABBEB Stephen Rountree 
~3Z 
«V 
i,,i,»., 
E&WJJ JW 
"Go back to sleep, Chuck. You're iust havin' a 
nightmare — of course, we are still in hell." 
Venom pushers 
*A 
"Of course, long before you mature, 
most of you will be eaten." 
'" ■ 
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FOR   RENT 
University Place - Fully furnished 
and equioped, walk to campus, 
$125/mo. + utilities with 4 tenants. Call 
Kay Greene, 434-0183. 
Almost     on     Campus  -  1   BR 
apartments on Dutchmill Court (behind 
Hardees). water, trash pick-up, lawn 
mowing & appliances provided, 
carpeted. Almost new. No pets. 
Lease/deposit $245. 434-2100. 
Room - 15 minute walk to campus, 
$80/mo., 434-2644. 
Madison Square Apartment - 
Single or share, easy walk to campus, 
fully furnished. W/D. disposal. DW, 
refrigerator, stove, completely modern 
unit. Available immediately. See Mrs. 
Kathy Sears at the First American 
campus bank or call 433-2741 days, 
885-1998 evenings. 
"emale Roommate Needed to 
share furnished 2 BR Park apartment 
with part-time grad student. Cable, gas 
heat/cooking, carpet included. Non 
smoker. $195. Call 433-8038. Available 
immediately. 
December Graduate - Unhappy with 
present living situation? Your own large, 
private bedroom in furnished apartment 
close to campus. Available through 
December for only $133/mo.. Contact 
Lisa at 434-0041. 
FOR   SALE 
Subaru 1977 - 30 mpg, automatic, 
low mileage. $1100. 433-8577. 
Is It True You Can Buy Jeeps for 
$44 through the U.S. government? Get 
the facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142, 
X5090. 
Minolta SR-T 200 35mm Camera, 
camera strob light, 135mm telephoto 
lens, 2x converter, close-up kit, gadget 
bag. $150, 433-3558. 
10% Off Everything through Sept. 
30. Used, new and collectible. TOWN 
AND CAMPUS RECORDS. 70 W. Water 
St., Harrisonburg. 
Keyboard  - Korg DW-6000, stands 
case, cables, midi, digital delay. Biff 
Lyons. 434-4158. 
Bar - Storage shelves, formica top, 
excellent for dorm. $75, 433-6060. 
Mustang 1973 - Mach 1. 302 
automatic, black, runs good, $1000, 
234-8794. 
Ford LTD 1977-302 automatic. AC. 
runs good. $1200. 234-8794. 
LOST    &    FOUND 
Emotional Paralysis - Lost - - Pearl 
Necklace with great sentimental value. 
Please call Connie, 433-6076. 
HELP    WANTED 
College Rep Wanted to distribute 
'Student Rate" subscription cards at 
this campus. Good income. For 
information and application write to 
Collegiate Marketing Services, 251 
Glenwood Dr., Mooresville, NC 28115. 
(704) 664-4063. 
RJ's Garden Dell at 1560 S. Main 
St. is accepting applications for part 
time day, evening and weekend work. 
Apply after 2 pm. 
Waitresses Needed - Available for 
lunch, evenings & weekends. Apply in 
person, Jess" Lunch, Court Square. 
$60 Per Hundred Paid for remailing 
letters from home! Send self 
addressed, stamped envelope for 
information/application. Associates, 
Box 95-B. Roselle, NJ 07203. 
Wanted - Aggressive, enthusiastic 
students to market Winter and Spring 
Break vacations! For more information, 
calll Sutdent Travel Services at 
1-800-648-4849. 
SERVICES 
Typist - $1.25 double-spaced, $1.75 
single-spaced, charts, tables, etc. 
x6284 or 433-9289, ask for Carol. 
Typing - $1.10/page, Pica, Elite & 
overnight typing available. Call Karen, 
433-3327. 
Computerized Printing Service - 
Call 433-5750, 9 am - 5 pm, Monday- 
Friday, 2 days advance accepted. 
Freshmen - Off campus parking, next 
to JMU. Call 433-2126. 
Horizon Sure Tan is a professional 
tanning salon with the be*st systems 
available and 6 years of service. 1106 
Reservoir St. 434-1812. 
Pregnant? Free confidential help. 
Free pregnancy test. Birthright. 
434-0003. 
Research Papers - 15,278 
available! Catalog $2.00. Research, 
11322 Idaho. #206XT, Los Angeles 
90025. Toll Free Hot Line 800-351 -0222. 
x33. VISA/MC or COD. 
Parable Record Studio presents 
Blitz week! Professional studio time for 
an incredible $16.95/hr. Call 896-6820. 
Resumes Prepared, papers edited 
and typed. Letter quality printer. 
Overnight   service   (some).   Thomas 
East land Co. 896-6617. 
7ANTED 
Some steep! Cath help me. DB 
We Pay Cash for used LPs, tapes 
and CDs. TOWN AND CAMPUS 
RECORDS.    70    W.    Water    St., 
Harrisonburg. 
PERSONALS 
Kim Payne - You did an excellent job 
on Rush. We're proud of you! Delta 
Gamma 
Your Loss Chap. We love Meg. 
McGraw Long Section 1 
Cath - Toro, Toro H.C. Head for 
Poseur's & not so H.D.'s. SPED  P.S. 
KrinD a seMeahood ta ym matrapten? 
Discouraged Women - Sensitive 
men like to do more than just hang out 
at parties. We want to encourage you. 
Inquire. 
Jeffrey - Can Jonathan come out & 
play? Or is it still ATNA? Waiting with 
bated breath for your response.... 
Scott (Mountain Man) - Thanks for 
a super year filled with fun, happiness, 
excitement, & great memories. I love 
you a ton! City Girl 
Scott Denoon - You will pay for your 
disgusting comments! Abused 
Sandy • Do us all a favor - go back to 
Mexico! 
Have a  GPA of 3.25 or  Better? 
Then Sigma Phi Lambda Honor Society 
wants you! Just come to the first 
meeting on Oct. 1 in Room C in the 
Union at 4 pm or contact Kelly Barefoot 
at x4507 for an application. 
Frosty Diane - Tired of "blowing 
jobs"? Apply at the Steeple's Hoover 
Vacuum Clinic and learn the proper art 
of suction. Your soulmate in sin. Uncle 
Phil's nephew. 
Takas   -   Retire.   Don't   advertise 
senility. 
"Facts and Referrals on Sexuality" 
- Are you interested in becoming 
involved in a group that does 
educational programs on birth control 
and sexually transmitted diseases? If 
so, join "Facts and Referrals." Call 
x6598 for more information. 
"Would You Like to become a peer 
educator on Sexuality?" "Interested in 
developing your presentation skills?" 
Then join "Facts and Referrals on 
Sexuality." Call x6598 for more 
information. This group is sponsored by 
the Office of Residence Life. 
Do You Think your friend might have 
an eating disorder? Come to the Eating 
Disorders Program at the Phillips 
Center, Wed.. Oct. 1, 7-9 pm. 
"Sportstalk" with Coach Purzyckj. 
Call in each Wednesday from 6:30-7 on 
90.7 FM, WMRA 
"EVITA", winner of 7 Tony awards 
including Best Musical! Wed., Oct. 1, 8 
pm, Wilson Hall. Free tickets with JMU 
ID - call X6472. 
A Broadway Musical by the writers 
of "Cats" and "Jesus Christ Superstar" - 
"EVITA", Oct. 1! Call x6472 for info, and 
free tickets. 
Free  First  Class Entertainment - 
The JMU Fine Arts Series presents the 
Tony award-winning Broadway musical 
"EVITA", Oct. 1. Call x6472 for info. 
"EVITA" 
"EVITA" 
"EVITA" 
You Don't Have to go to New York 
for Broadway entertainment - "EVITA", 
Oct. 1, 8 pm, Wilson Hall. Free with ID. 
call X6472I 
Winner of 7 Tony Awards! "EVITA" 
Oct. 1 - call x6472 for free ticket info.! 
"EVITA" 
Broadway Comes to JMU! 
Broadway Comes to JMU! 
Broadway Comes to JMU! 
Don't Miss It - A Broadway musical in 
Wilson Hall! 
Where Can You See A Broadway 
musical in Harrisonburg - free! 
•. , j ,  
The JMU Fins Arts Series brings 
Broadway to JMU - "EVITA' , by the 
writers of "Cats" and "Jesus Christ 
Superstar"! 
Don't Miss It! JMU Fine Arts Series 
persents the Broadway musical 
"EVITA". Wed.. Oct. 1, 8 pm, Wilson 
Hall. Call x6472 for free ticket info. I 
"EVITAH, winner of 7 Tony awards 
including Best Musical! Wed.. Oct 1. 8 
pm. Wilson Hall. Free tickets with JMU 
ID - call X6472. 
A Broadway Musical by the writers 
of "Cats" and "Jesus Christ Superstar - 
"EVITA". Oct. 11 Call x6472 for info, and 
free tickets. 
Free First Class Entertainment - 
The JMU Fine Arts Series presents the 
Tony award-winning Broadway musical 
'EVITA", Oct. 1. Call X6472 for info. 
Rroadway Comes to JMU! 
Broadway Comes to JMU! 
Broadway Comes to JMU! 
I,                —■ 
"Sportstalk" with Coach Purzycki. 
Call in each Wednesday from 6:30-7 on 
90.7 FM, WMRA 
Dont Miss It! JMU Fine Arts Series 
presents the Broadway musical 
"EVITA", Wed.. Oct. 1. 8 pm. Wilson 
Hall. Call x6472 for free ticket info. I 
^v 
Sigma Phi Lambda Honor Society 
wants you!! If you have a GPA of 3.25 
or better, then come to the first meeting 
on Oct. 1 in Room C in the Union at 4 pm 
or contact Kelly Barefoot at x4507 for 
an application. 
Eating Disorders Program - Wed., 
Oct. 1, 7-9 pm, at the Phillips Center. 
Sponsored by Zeta Tau Alpha. 
Want   to  catch  the   first   flake? 
Join JMU Ski Club. 
J.V. Cheerleading Try-Outs - 
Sept. 29, 30 and Oct. 1. 7:30 pm in the 
Convo. Be a part of our nationally 
recognized program. 
Alpha Chi Omega will be colonizing a 
new chapter at James Madison 
University the week of Oct. 6, 1986. If 
you are interested in speaking with 
Alpha Chi Omega national 
representatives, please sign up at the 
Greek office. Campus Center, Mon., 
Sept. 20 - Fri.. Oct. 3, from 10 am - 2 
pm. We took forward to meeting you! 
10% Off Everything through Sept. 
30. Used, new and collectible. TOWN 
AND CAMPUS RECORDS, 70 W. Water 
St., Harrisonburg. 
Want to Meet the Hot Skiers and 
snow bunnies seen on the slopes? Join 
JMU Ski Club. 
Tuition Assistance Program 
sponsored by Dominos Pizza, please 
call 433-2300 for further details. 
What's The Deal? Find out Oct. 2. 
JMU    Students,    Faculty    and 
Administration - Come to the Eating 
Disorders Program Wed., Oct. 1,7-9 pm 
at the Phillips Center. 
Discouraged Women - Sensitive 
men do not hang out at rowdy parties. 
For a more exchanting evening, 
respond to R.O.C. 
* 
Want to get 
To the Brothers of Mu Epsilon Zeta - 
Let's start having some real fun like last 
semester guys! Ready and waiting, 
Madonna. 
Tracy (co-owner of the H&H) - I love 
you. Please love mel You're (we're) the 
best. (Get off!) Jack 
Don't Eat Yellow Snow - Learn 
more important facts like this at the Ski 
Club meeting. 
Staff - Thanks, Liz. 
Delta  Gamma   Panhellenic  Reps. 
and Rho Chis - we missed you! 
To My One and Only - Happy 
Birthday! With all my love, Dew Drop. 
Help   Fight   Juvenile   Diabetes - 
ATA Balloon Derby. Parent's Day. 
Win $25 - Buy a JDF balloon derby 
ticket from any ATA. 
Private Bedroom in furnished 
apartment. Only $133. Call 434-0041. 
Christopher McVay - How'd you get 
to be so cute? "Carrie" 
Tae-Kwon-Do Student for workout 
partner, 6Q (Green) or higher. x4799. 
Brian,   Jeff,   Jeffrey,   Terrence, 
Matt, Rich - Thanks! Love, Janice & 
Lisa. 
Hey Ashby, Mrs. Atkins rules! Get 
off! 
Trad - How about Friday for a 
scrumptious seafood experience? 
We're overdue. Chris 
The Cousins and Casuals of Mu 
Epsilon Zeta would like to thank all 
those in attendance at Hunters Ridge 
last weekend, but beware - that was 
only the beginning. Stay tuned for 
upcoming events! 
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Beer Slidin' Buddies - You guys are     Are   You   a   Ski   Club   Member? 
just too much fun! Keep on slidin'! We 
love ya! Tri-Sig 
Melissa - You didn't answer me after 
class. What's the deal? 
Ride   needed   to   Northern   VA 
Wednesday - One way. Call Kim at 
433-0306. 
Experienced Musicians seeking 
serious drummer and keyboard player 
for commercial Rock Band. Call Lisa 
433-2831. 
Come   to   the   Eating   Disorders 
Program on Wed., Oct. 1, 7-9 pm at the 
Phillips Center. Sponsored by Zeta Tau 
Alpha. 
Get to Know Downtown Sept. 30, 
WCC Patio sponsored by Delta Sigma 
Pi. 
Get to Know Downtown Sept. 30, 
WCC Patio sponsored by Delta Sigma 
Pi. *     ... a. 
Get to Know Downtown Sept. 30, 
WCC Patio sponsored by Delta Sigma 
Pi.  
Delta Sigma PI introduces its Alpha 
Beta pledge class - Missy Armentrout, 
Rich DuBreuil, Jeff Deiss, Jon Friedline, 
Michelle Goforth, Chris Guthrie, Darryl 
Hobbs, Tammy Kuhn, Fran Maccini, 
Susan Morris, Kris Oversmith, James 
Quarles, Michelle Robertson, Sheila 
Rooney, Paul Samson, Beth Scheller, 
Tom Smith, Jim Snyder, Dan Stapula, 
Andrew Taylor & Vincent Whittle. 
Congratulations. 
Turtle - Happy 23rd Birthday! Live it up 
- hope you used all your important parts 
this past weekend! Love you, Michelle. 
Tamml   - Happy    Birthday!  Get 
ready for Tuesday night. Party at our 
place at 5:30. A big big big big surprise 
is planned. Hope it's not too hot out! 
Your housemates. 
Wanna be? Come to PC Ballroom, Sept. 
30 at 8. 
You Asked For It, you got it! See 
Rolling Stone's #5 college band - The-*- 
Beat Farmers, with The Deal, Thursday, 
Oct. 2, 9 pm. PC Ballroom. 
Bring Your Parents to Maxims, 
Oct. 4, 8-12. Show them what talent 
JMU students have! Chandler Hall. 
Free! 
Free - Cute kittens to a good home! 
Call 434-4647. 
Delta Gamma welcomes its wonderful 
new Pledges. 
Hey Sports Fans! Call in each 
Wednesday on "Sportstalk" with Coach 
Purzycki. 568-6695. 90.7FM. 
Questions About  JMU  Football? 
Ask the expert. Coach Purzycki, 
Wednesday from 6:30-7. It's Sportstalk 
on 90.7 FM, WMRA. 
"Sportstalk" each Wednesday from 
6:30-7. Featuring Coach Purzycki and 
WMRA Sports Director Bud Biscardo. 
Tune in and call in to 90.7FM. 
Dear Desperate Women - Here we 
are. Just what are you looking for? 
Sensitive Men (J, M. M, M) 
Maury Geary - Congrats baby violet! 
Love ya! Your Big Sis 
Strlp-O-Gram - New, exciting, classy 
and won't be forgotten. 434-8737, 
please call after noon. 
Find Out information about Eating 
Disorders and the Eating Disorders 
Hotline at the Phillips Center, Wed., 
Oct. 1.7-9pm.  
Alfred E. Neuman can't size 
photos, and he's talking about firing 
ME? Who exactly does this guy think he 
is? Just wondering. 
Attention? 
Place a 
CLASSIFIED 
Clip this form and put it in an 
envelope with $1 for 1-10 words, $2 for ,11-20 words and so on. 
Mail the envelope to The Breeze 
by campus mall or deliver it to 
our office In the basement of 
Anthony-Seeger Hall. 
Deadline for Thursday's paper is 
noon Tuesday. Deadline for Mon- 
day's paper is noon Friday. 
■* 
/.How two days for mailing. 
Write ad here: 
Name 
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Students,    Faculty  and 
Friends of JMU 
You  are  invited  to 
The Book Fair. 
Oct.   4,   5,    11,    12 
Sats.    (9-5):   Suns.    (12-5) 
Green   Valley Book  Barn  and  Country Gallery. 
Located   about    10  minutes  south  of  JMU.   Take 
1-81   south   to Exit   61.   Turn  east   on  rd.   682 
for  1   1/2  miles.   Turn  left   on  rd.   681   -   1/2 
mile   to  sale.   Signs  will  be posted. 
Over  100,000  books   (new and old)   and old 
magazines   for  sale   during  the   four  days.   New 
books   all   four  days.   Old books   and magazines 
11,    12   only. 
On  Oct.   4  and  5  you'll   find  one  of  the • 
finest   selections   of new books   anywhere  at 
absolutely   the best  prices.   Almost   all   of  our 
books   are   discounted 75 percent or more. You'll   find 
a   great   selection   of classics,   and  literature 
with  numerous   titles by  Thomas   Wolfe, 
F.   Scott   Fitzgerald,   Hemingway,   C.P.   Snow, 
Waugh  etc.   Large   lots  of  cooking,   crafts, 
children's,   sports,   fiction,   history,   diet, 
health,   science,   outdoors,   computers,   reference, 
etc.   You're  only minutes   away  from  the 
most   exciting Book  Fair ever.   Don't  miss  it. 
434-8849 After 8 p.m. for more information 
* 
DOORS OPEN AT 8:00 
MUSIC STARTS AT 9:30 
FREE 
PROPER ID. REQUIRED, MUST BE 20 WITH COLLEGE I.D. 
Thursday, Oct. 2 
the 
A GOOD VALUE 
MADE BETTER: 
LEADING EDGE MODEL "D" 
o IBM Compatible 
o Dual Double-Sided Double-Density 
Disk Drives 
o S12K expandable to 768K on 
Motherboard 
o Four Open Expansion Slots 
o High-resolution Monochrome Monitor 
o Parallel and Serial Ports 
o Fifteen Month Warranty 
o Lifetime Toll-free Technical Support 
Retail $1295 
JMU price $1145 
or $33.04 per month 
Now at a special price for students, faculty and staff of JMU only*. Come 
see the Leading Edge Model "D" at our new satellite location at the-   - 
Anderson Brothers Bookstore. A Dynabyte representative is available 
every Thursday. 
Dynabyte-serving the needs of James Madison University. 
17% APR approved credit, 48 mo. Prices do not include tax and are subject to 
change without notice. 
Headquarters: \ 
Charlottesville, Va. 
804-296-7560 
DYNABY1 
Computer Products 
A. 
L£*DMGED6E 
AUTHORIZED KIM D€AIER 
1820 South Main St. 
Harrisonburg, Va. 
(in Anderson Bros.) 
Crisis Pregnancy Center 
Free Pregnancy Testing 
Hours: 
Tues.    9am   -   8pm 
Thurs.   Noon   -   8pm 
Fri.    9am   -   Noon 
No appointment Necessary 
Completely Confidential 
434-7528 
252  £.   Wolfe  St 
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P.C Dukes is cheap 
Dominos is fast 
Gatti's tastes good 
We've heard all this. 
What's most important? 
Good, fast, or cheap? - 
They ALL a'©1 * 
We deliver 
Right down the line. 
We'll bring our pizzas to your door! 
<& 433-0606 % 
Vs" CLOVERLEAF SHOPPING CENTER 
Too* V^  at this 
The Best Pizza In Town! 
Honest 
The Best Pizza, the Best Buffet 
In An Atmosphere You'll Enjoy 
THE PIZZA— 
It's Gatti's       you create it. we'll make it. 
THE BUFFET- 
Lunch—Every day lor $3.59. You get to eat & eat 
Our  pizzas:   fresh from the oven, our pasta , 
homemade sauce, garlic bread, and 
Our salad bar with over 30 items _^ 
WIDE SCREEN TVS & VCR- 
Watch your favorite shows or bring in your favorite 
video (VHS) 
We'll give you & your party special rates 
in your own private party room! 
TO HELP YOU THROUGH THE WEEK... 
• Monday Night Football Pre-game Buffet— 
'Kicks off at 5:30 
• Tuesday half price night, of course 
• Midweek Dinner Buffets on Wednesday and 
Thursday - 5:30-8:30 
*
6
-°2r for any medium 
regular, one 
topping pizza 
plus 2 Free Cokes 
OR 
$7.00 
for any medium 
reg.. 3 topping 
pizza plus 2 Free 
Cokes 
may or may not 
**f  
$6.00 
for any medium 
regular, one 
topping pizza 
plus 2 Free Cokes 
OR 
$7.00 
for any medium 
reg., 3 topping 
pizza plus 2 Free 
Cokes      . 
may or may not 
expire 
$6.00 
for any medium 
regular, one 
topping pizza 
plus 2 Free Cokes 
OR 
-$7.00 
for any medium 
reg., 3 topping 
pizza plus 2 Free 
Cokes 
may or may not 
expire 
II 
any large 
plus 4 
FREE Coke* 
OR 
§L ME 
any medium 
plus 2 
FREE Cokes 
May or may not txpirt 
$7.50 
for any large 
regular, one 
topping pizza plus 
4 Free Cokes 
OR 
$9.00 
for any large 
regular crust 3 
topping pizza plus 
4 Free Cokes 
may or may not expire 
$7.50 
for any large 
regular, one 
topping pizza plus 
4 Free Cokes 
OR 
$9.00 
for any large 
regular crust 3 
topping pizza plus 
4 Free Cokes 
may or may not expire 
$7.50 
for any large 
regular, one 
topping pizza plus 
4 Free Cokes 
OR 
$9.00 
for any large 
regular crust 3 
topping pizza plus 
4 Free Cokes 
may or may not expire- 
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ARTS 
Holy comic books. Batman! 
Store brings back childhood memories 
By Paul Ziebarth 
staff writer  
There are no tires, lawn mowers, bicycles or garden 
tools in the garage at 305 W. Bruce St., just 30 
years' worth of adventure and fun. 
The garage houses Eagle Comics and Collectibles 
Brokerage's, whose inventory includes more than 
7,000 issues of comic books from publishers such as 
Marvel, DC, First and Eclipse dating as far back as 
the late 1950s. 
Eagle Comics is owned by Tom Harrison and Bob 
Davis, both of whom were JMU students until they 
started the business last June. The two say they plan 
to resume their studies here. 
Davis and Harrison opened Eagle Comics in 
response to the growing numbers of people who are 
willing to pay big bucks for collectors' item comic 
books. 
"The incentive to start the business was definitely 
the profit motive," Davis said. 
The collecting craze has progressed far beyond 
using weekly allowances to catch up on a superhero's 
latest adventures. 
"It really is a profitable business," Harrison said. 
"The first issue of Marvel's 'Fantastic Four' or their 
'Spiderman' book (1963), depending on the condition, 
can go for as much as $1,400." 
Marvel's first-ever comic books, 'Marvel Mystery 
Comics' which were published in the 1930s, recently 
sold at an auction for $23,000. 
Of course. Eagle is not limited to the 
household-name heros. Such strange titles such as 
"The Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles" and "Brother 
Power of the Geek" also are available. 
If a comic book enthusiast cannot find a particular 
issue on Eagles' racks, all is not lost. 
"We can usually track down any issue, working 
through distributors or other dealers who are willing 
to sell, within two or three weeks," Davis said. 
"We have contacts all the way out to California." 
Eagle carries all current issues of series being 
produced today and usually has them on the rack 
about a month before the newsstands. Prices for 
current issues run about 75 cents. 
The kid who never missed a favorite baseball or 
football team's games and doesn't plan to - ever - 
might find something of interest at Eagle loo. 
The store also carries baseball and football cards. 
Their collection of baseball cards dates back to 1953 
and includes some heavy hitters. A 1957 Ted 
Williams card sells for $75, and a 19SS Mickey 
Mande card goes for $120. 
"We also have coaicaiporary stars like Pete Rose, 
Red Lynn, aad Jim Rice. Rose's first "real" card 
(1964) seis for $100. afahough a special rookie card 
The owners of Eagle Comics, Bob Davis 
home for their comic book collection, 
was printed in 1963 which sells for $450. Rice and 
Lynn's rookie cards (1975) go for about $15," 
Harrison said. 
Even very recent sports stars' cards have surprising 
value. 
"Dwight Goodcn's rookie card is selling for $50 
already. Roger Clemens' card was selling for 35 cents 
at the beginning of the season, but the price has 
really shot up quickly. Oaklands' Jose Canseco is 
going for $10 already," Harrison said. 
Davis added trot they sold more baseball cards than 
comic books until the college students returned. 
It seems to be evening oat now, though," Davis 
fl 
Staff photo by MING LEONG 
and Tom Harrison, turned a garage Into a 
Eagle's customer split pretty evenly between area 
residents and JMU students, although the college 
students tend to be more serious collectors. 
The owners said Eagle Comics has grown to the 
point of being able to cover most of its expenses 
without Davis and Harrison having to dig into their 
own pockets. 
"It does cost Our last shipment of books ran 
$3,500." Davis said. 
Eagle is open every day except Sunday, from 11 
pjn. to6 pjn. Monday through Thursday and noon 
«o 6 pjn. Friday and Saturday. 
"D10**" ■« always welcome, thafs how most of 
wcustomendecideiobay.- Davissaid. 
-_^M 
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Substance abuse can affect infant's life 
By David Trlndell 
staff writer 
Have you ever thought about becoming a father 
or mother? 
Many students will take that step someday. The 
majority of college students probably view 
parenthood as an event far in the future but it is 
never too early to leam something about healthy 
children. 
Severe congenital malformations occur in 3 tov 
percent of human births. About 3 percent of these 
are known to be caused by drugs or chemical such 
as alcohol and tobacco. 
Human studies consistently have found increases 
in physical and mental abnormalities associated 
with heavy drinking. 
Studies show that even small amounts of 
alcohol, especially during the critical first weeks of 
pregnancy, can cause permanent brain damage and 
other physical abnormalities. 
Some researchers argue that risks from 
consuming less than one once of pure alcohol, 
about two drinks, a day are low. No studies have 
found an absolute safe level of alcohol 
consumption for expectant mothers. 
Habitual heavy, use of alcohol -- more than two 
drinks a day leads to the development of Fetal 
Alcohol   Syndrome,   characterized   by   low 
birth-weight, stunted growth, facial abnormalities, 
impaired central nervous system function and mild 
to severe mental retardation. 
There is a relationship between the timing of 
alcohol use and the kind of birth defect. 
During the first months of pregnancy, when a 
woman might not even know she is pregnant, 
alcohol use may result in severe malformations of 
the developing fetal organs. 
In the middle stage of pregnancy, alcohol use is 
associated with an increase in spontaneous 
abortion. 
During the final stages of pregnancy, when the 
fetus is gaining size and weight, alcohol may 
inhibit body and brain growth. 
About one out of every 750 children born in the 
United States is a victim of damage due to alcohol. 
Smoking during pregnancy clearly is associated 
with having a low birth-weight child. 
Smoking restricts blood flow to the fetus and 
impairs delivery of nutrients and removal of 
wastes. The results are stunted growth and poor 
development 
In addition, several studies have found a direct 
relationship between maternal smoking and fetal 
death, neonatal mortality and Sudden Infant Death 
syndrome. 
Smoking on the father's part might also be a 
problem. Men who smoke are more likely to 
produce abnormal sperm which might lead to birth 
defects. 
In several long-term studies, children of smokers 
have shown poor growth and intellectual and 
emotional developmental delays. 
Research is being done to see if there is a link 
between paternal drug and alcohol use and birth 
defects. To date no study has found such a link. 
A pregnant woman's diet is important to the 
development of her baby. 
Required levels of vitamins, minerals, protein 
and calories are all increased during pregnancy. 
Supplements are often prescribed, especially iron. 
A practice to avoid during pregnancy is diedng. 
Dieting or even skipping a meal is very dangerous 
to an unborn child. This can deprive the fetus' 
growing brain of needed glucose and can cause 
irreversible brain damage. 
The important thing to remember is to eat a 
balanced diet with enough calories, protein, 
vitamins and minerals; a weight gain of 22 to 27 
pounds also is important. 
Fetal development is a very complex process. 
The mother can aid this development by eating 
properly and avoiding the use of alcohol, cigarettes 
and drugs, or she can place her child at increased 
risk of developing abnormally. The choice is hers. 
...i 
ART     REVIEW 
Two artists show different styles in exhibit 
By Dawn Brooks 
staff writer 
An evolutionary change in stylistic 
techniques is on display through Oct. 4 
in Zirkle House's Artworks Gallery and 
The Other Gallery. 
Student artists Mary Rouse and Phil 
Linger offer, between the two exhibits, 
a visible honing of their unique talents. 
Upon entering the gallery that houses 
Rouse's oil and watercolor paintings, a 
viewer is immediately confronted with a 
bright variety of color. Vivid pinks, 
deep greens and vibrant shades of blue 
attract the eye and bring life to what 
might otherwise be stagnant still lifes. 
Rouse's earlier oil paintings, such as 
her depiction of a coat rack, appear 
almost tentative in their movement and 
composition. The seemingly stationary 
raincoats and umbrella are saved by 
Rouse's eye for color and the lavishly 
strong application of paint 
In tracing her paintings to more 
recent works, however, the viewer is 
treated to a rather metamorphic change 
•a style. 
Dominating portraits like the artist's 
portrayal of a wildly blooming bed of 
flowers near a brick wall is arresting. 
not only in its composition, but also in 
its active shifts of color - mosUy done 
monochromatically in shades of red. 
The viewer receives an almost dizzying 
view of the changing hues in nature. 
More quietly visible, but equally well 
done are Rouse's charcoal and 
watercolor series of boules.        *■ 
The mottled greens and blues appear 
almost liquid in the darkly shadowed 
compositions, and the dim visibility 
offered by the faint light source creates 
a movement of its own among the 
botdes. 
Unger displays a tangible and varied 
exhibit of his own "evolution" in 
talent 
The works shown in Unger's exhibit 
reflect an earthy, realistic personality 
which seems to be best expressed 
through natural mediums. A more 
three-dimensional portrayal of nature is 
evidenced in the artist's newest medium, 
that of paper insulation mixed with 
wheat paste and water. 
"It's a very cheap material," Unger 
said at last Monday night's opening, 
'and is ideal for student sculptors." 
The texture of the paste is not unlike 
clay, the artist maintains, and is easy, 
and durable to work with. 
Unger's use of this rather unusual 
medium is fascinating. Expressionistic 
masks portray rather anguished 
expressions, and admirably legitimize 
the rough look of the paper. 
Several masks make a political 
statement, as in the mask entitled 
"Agent Orange." The ravaged, coarse 
visage of an army officer is done in a 
crude manner purposely, the artist said. 
Reflected in the sunglasses he wears are 
scenes from the Vietnam War. The 
texture of the paper "pulp" is an 
interwoven part of the exhibit, and its 
raw look is a statement in itself. 
Unger utilizes the paper medium 
again in his largest work - that of a 
cross bearing a slightly raised and 
highly abstract countenance. 
The face in relief appears in the center 
of the cross, and looks almost to be 
chiseled from stone. Despite its 
massive appearance, the "Spirit of 
Marley" weighs only a few pounds, 
even with its wooden frame. 
Unger's remaining works again rely 
heavily on nature and its timeless 
colors and patterns. 
Dishes and figures made of porcelain, 
stoneware and terra cotta are delicately 
shaped and painted. Several of the terra 
cotta works feature carvings reminiscent 
of ancient Indian patterns and symbols, 
evoking a sense of history. 
Both Rouse and Unger, in their very 
different approaches to art, display an 
understanding of their very own talents 
and exhibit a slow developing of their 
styles. 
ARTWORKS 
ARTWORKS   GALLERY 
Mary   Rouse.- Sept. 22-Oct. 4 in 
Zirikle House. 
NEW IMAGE GALLERY 
David  Graham — Through   Sept. 
29-OcL 18 in Zirkle House. 
THE    OTHER GALLERY 
Phil Ungar — Sept 22-Oct. 4 in Zirkle 
House. 
SAWHILL   GALLERY 
Another   World:   Polk   Art   from 
Developing Nations - Sapt. 
29-Oct. 22. 
Zirkle House hours: Mon. through 
Thurs. noon-S p.m.; Sat. and Sun. 
noon-4pjn. 
W-»T- 
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JMU marches over Keydets 
By Rob Washburn 
sports editor  
After struggling through a season 
in which turnovers and misfortune 
have become commonplace, the 
JMU football team finally got the 
one thing it needed more than 
anything else Saturday night — a 
victory. 
Before a crowd of 11,000 at rainy 
JMU Stadium, the Dukes rolled up 
380 yards of total offense and forced 
four VMI turnovers to crush the 
Keydets 39-7. 
"We had to win this football 
game," JMU head coach Joe Pur- 
zycki said. "We weren't reaching 
our ability level, and as a coach, 
that's got to be the most frustrating 
thing. For the first time this year, I 
thought we really fought from the 
beginning to the end." 
Leading the fight for the Dukes 
was senior fullback Warren Mar- 
shall. After fumbling twice and be- 
ing benched for part of the second 
half against Liberty, JMU's all-time 
leading rusher broke loose for 170 
yards on 22 carries without a miscue. 
"The story of the evening, and the 
most fulfilling thing for me, was giv- 
ing the game ball to Warren Mar- 
shall," Purzycki said. "I thought he 
might have played his best football 
game since he's been here. I'm proud 
of him because he's handled a great 
deal of adversity and he came back 
and led us tonight on offense." 
The Dukes rode Marshall's broad 
shoulders from their opening posses- 
sion. Starting on its own 20-yard 
line, JMU needed just four running 
plays to take a 7-0 lead. Marshall 
carried the ball three times for 71 
yards on the drive, with his final run 
going for 49 yards and the score. 
While Marshall was making sure 
JMU's offense put points on the 
board, the Dukes' defense was mak-' 
ing its best showing of the season. 
VMI was not able to cross mid- 
field until the 7:16 mark in the se- 
cond quarter, and that was only 
because of a JMU turnover in its 
own territory. 
The Dukes picked off three 
passes, recovered a fumble, sacked 
the Keydets' quarterbacks four times 
and stopped VMI on a crucial 
fourth-and-goal play from the 
2-yard line. 
"We achieved what we wanted 
to. . . a reckless style of play on 
defense,"  Purzycki  said.  "That's 
Staff photo by STEVE EATON 
JMU's Rodney Stockett (left) dives for a psss during the Dukes' 39-7 win over VMI Saturday night. 
what our trademark has been. We're 
finally able to play big-play defense, 
get after the guys and make some in- 
terceptions." 
The star of the Dukes' defense was 
once again inside linebacker Dean 
McCuHough. The senior led JMU in 
tackles for the fourth consecutive 
game with 13, intercepted a pass and 
returned a fumble recovery 17 yards 
for the Dukes second score. 
JMU's offense took advantage of 
good field position to increase its 
lead to 20-0 early in the second 
quarter. 
Starting on the VMI 34-yard line, 
the Dukes decided to take a break 
from the run and give quarterback 
Eric Green a chance to pass. Green 
connected on a 20-yard pass to tight 
end Neal Wilkinson and then a six- 
yard scoring pass to split end Walt 
Frye. 
Frye, normally a backup tight 
end, was making his second start at 
split end and caught three passes for 
33 yards. The sophomore's 
touchdown catch was the first of his 
career. 
"Walt is just a hard-nosed com- 
petitor," Purzycki said. "He doesn't 
have great speed. . . but he gives us a 
great blocker on the flank and he has 
sure hands." 
JMU's final score of the half was 
once again courtesty of the defense. 
Safety Chris Jacobs, who narrowly 
missed interceptions on several other 
plays, picked off a Dave Brown pass 
and returned it 43 yards to put the 
Dukes up 26-0 at the break. 
VMI was able to avert the shutout 
late in the third quarter. Keydet 
quarterback Chris Bunn hit Keith 
Washington with a 33-yard pass to 
move the ball to the JMU 2-yard 
Une. Two plays later, Bunn snuck in 
for the score. 
The Dukes got their offense back 
in gear.^however, in the fourth 
quarter. Green completed a 24-yard 
touchdown pass to Wilkinson to 
make the score 32-7, and reserve 
quarterback Julius Sherman hit Al 
Brown with a 7-yard touchdown 
pass to finish the scoring. 
Football Scoreboard 
JMU 39, VMI 7 
VMI 0     0 
JMU 14   12 
7     0-7 
0   13-   39 
Flrat Quarter 
JMU-Marshall 49 run 
(Garritty kick); 10:38 
JMU-McCullough 17 fumble return 
(Garritty kick); 0:00 
Second Quarter 
JMU-Frye 6 pass from Green    v (kick failed); 1029 
JMU-Jacobs 43 interception return 
(pass failed); 1:12 
Third Quarter    f 
VMI-Bunn 1 run 
(Wall kick); 4:05 
Fourth Ouarttr 
JMU-Wilkinson 24 pass from Green 
(pass failed); 8:56 
JMU-A Brown 7 pass from Sherman 
(Garritty kick); 4:21 
•    -«***»«■ a>«»-. 
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Dukes' consistency ends losing streak 
By Mark Charnock 
managing editor 
When all else fails, it's time to go back to the 
basics of football, and that's just what JMU did 
Saturday en route to its first victory of the season- 
After   a   turnover-prone   offense   stifled   the^ 
Dukes' attack in early losses to Massachusetts, 
Morehead State and Liberty, JMU came back 
against VMI with an offense that looked virtually 
error-free over four quarters Saturday. 
But for two men, quarterback Eric Green and 
fullback Warren Marshall, the day was especially 
fulfilling. 
Green has come under fire in the past for his in- 
ability to throw the ball, and Marshall has been 
under careful scrutiny for much of his JMU career 
for his penchant for fumbling. 
Saturday, though, it was Green who led the of- 
fense, completing seven of 11 attempts for 92 yards 
and two touchdowns, and Marshall, who played 
fumble-less ball, while rushing for 170 yards and 
one touchdown. 
"I felt more comfortable with the offense," 
Green said. "We just decided to go with the 
basics." 
Green, who missed the final five games last 
season with a knee injury, sat out last week's game 
with a knee injury also. But this time around, he 
didn't have to fight for his job when he came back. 
"There was no rust at all," said Green of the 
week layoff. "The knee felt fine. I got hit in the 
first quarter, but it was just a scrape." 
Head coach Joe Purzycki was pleased with the 
'sharpness of Green in leading the JMU offense. 
"He was four-for-four in the first half," he 
I said. "We need Eric in there. 
Iric Green made the big difference between 
this week and last week. I was pleased with the way 
the offense held together." 
If Purzycki was pleased with the offense, Mar- 
shall had to be a contributing factor. 
The senior had the third best game in his career 
and his best game against a Division I school. 
But the statistics are even more impressive when 
you consider Marshall didn't turn the ball over one- 
time in 60 minutes of football. That might be a 
relief for some backs, but for Marshall this game 
was somewhat of an answer to his critics. 
"I feel like I play hard every game," Marshall 
said. "I think I got too conscious of it (the 
fumbles). This game I just tried to pretty much 
relax and run hard." 
Marshall's outlook on this game was different 
too. After having to answer one too many ques- 
tions about his fumbles, he took it upon himself to 
stop the criticism. 
"I was just really pumped up for the game," he 
said. "We played under the conditions where the 
coach said in the paper that if we fumbled, he was 
going to pretty much take us out. 
"Under those conditions, I looked at it a whole 
lot different way. All through the week I took a 
whole lot different attitude." 
Earlier this week, Purzycki said he was "tired of 
making excuses" for his teams. Saturday, he 
couldn't have been more pleased with his offense's 
performance — especially Marshall's. 
"I thought the story of the evening for me," he 
said, "the most fulfilling thing, was giving the 
game ball to Warren Marshall. 
"Here's a guy who's fumbled four times in the 
first three (games). Everybody's down on him. We 
talk about it. I think it just shows you what a little 
bit of concentration and a little bit of heart can do 
". . . I'm really proud of him." 
Both Green and Marshall looked at this game as 
a springboard to better things. 
"I know it gave me a boost in confidence," 
Marshall said. "I hope it gave everybody else a 
boost, knowing that we can be a good team." 
Green added, "This picks us up greatly." 
But Marshall pointed out that JMU will need to 
be consistent from now on, something the Dukes 
have had trouble doing in the past. 
"I think we just had to go out there with the 
right mental attitude and everybody did," he said. 
"We played two halves of football, which we 
definitely have to continue to do."     *-*■ 
JMU women's golfers 
capture EC AC crown 
By Steve Malo 
staff writer 
Staff photo by KEVIN ROPP 
JMU's Karen Jefferson pitches out of a sand trap during the ECAC 
Championships Saturday at Spotswood Country Club. 
The JMU women's golf team 
came from five shots behind after 
one round to win the Eastern Col- 
legiate Athletic Conference cham- 
pionships at Spotswood Country 
Club in Harrisonburg yesterday. 
The Dukes also finished second in 
the JMU Invitational, which 
simultaneously involved the eight 
teams in the ECAC event, plus six 
other teams. 
Longwood College won the In- 
vitational with a two-round total of 
644, while the Dukes shot a 650 to 
beat out William and Mary (659) and 
Penn State (661) for ECAC top 
honors. 
Wendy Kern shot a 77 after an 
opening-round 83 for a 160 total to 
lead the Dukes, eight shots behind 
Invitational winner Angie Ridgeway 
of Appalachian State. 
Kern placed five shots behind 
ECAC winner Beth O'Kelly of Hart- 
ford. 
JMU coach Martha O'Donnell 
said, "I didn't think we could come 
back so well." 
JMU came back to have the best 
second round (318) of any team in 
the Invitational and only their first- 
round 332 total kept them from win- 
ning that title as well as the ECAC. 
"We  tore  up  the  back   nine,' 
O'Donnell said. "We were only one 
over (par) as a team; now that's 
hot." 
To highlight the afternoon, Kern 
sank a 35-foot eagle putt on the 16th 
hole, then birdied the 17th hole and 
par red the 18th hole to close her 
four-over-par round. 
"I feel much better about today," 
Kern said. 
Donna Martz, the second-highest 
JMU finisher with a 163, said, 
"There's been a lot of ups and 
downs." 
In general, the tournament scores 
were high. O'Donnell said that play 
has not been as good on the 
Spotswood links, since it is a longer 
course and rates as very difficult on 
the east coast circuit. 
The Dukes were pleased with their 
fan support for the tournament. 
"We had quite a few parents sup- 
porting us," O'Donnell said. She 
also noted the appearances of the 
men's basketball and golf teams at 
the tourney. 
JMU player Janet Matsey said, 
"We would especially like to thank 
the women's volleyball team and 
coach (Lynn Davidson) for their en- 
couragement." 
The Dukes next will travel to Yale 
University in New Haven, Conn, for 
their next tournament Oct. 3. 
VI 
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Offensive firepower helps Dukes extend streak 
By Paul Bergeron 
staff writer  
The 16th-ranked JMU field 
hockey team extended its winning 
streak to seven by winning three 
games this week. The ranking is the 
highest ever for a JMU field hockey 
team. 
The Dukes shut out South Atlan- 
tic Conference opponent Loyola 
(Md.) 8-0 Sunday at JMU Stadium. 
The win improved the Dukes' record 
to 8-1, 4-0jn the conference. 
The shutout was the first of the 
year for goal tender Ashley Duncan, 
who was not called upon to record a 
save the entire game. 
The defensive unit, which allowed 
only two shots to Loyola, has sur- 
rendered just seven goals during the 
winning streak. 
The week started Wednesday with 
a 7-i win over Radford. Two days 
later, the Dukes won 5-1 at Rich- 
mond. 
The 8-1 start is the best by a JMU 
field hockey team since the 1979 
team went 7-0-2. 
Offense has been the key factor 
thus far in the team's improvement. 
JMU now has 50 goals in nine games 
after scoring just 45 goals in an en- 
tire 22-game season last year. 
Senior Sandy Wilson leads the 
team with 19 goals. Mona Ryabik 
has 10 and Elo Goodman has seven, 
along with a team leading seven 
assists. 
Wilson knows that when everyone 
works together the offense will click. 
"Anyone on the field can score, 
and everyone does," she said. "Last 
year they keyed on people, but this 
Staff photo by ELIZABETH MYERS 
JMU halfback Lisa Mllllken (right) battles for the ball in the Dukes' 8-0 win over Loyola (Md.) Sunday. The 
victory moves JMU's record to 8-1, Its bast start since 1979. 
year we are more balanced." 
Coach Dee McDonough is finally 
watching her team's playing ex- 
perience pay off. 
"The combination of the whole 
team playing together on attack and 
on defense is the biggest improve- 
ment of the team," she said. "It is 
our strength." 
McDonough will see that strength 
tested as JMU has five games re- 
maining with Top 20 schools. So far 
the Dukes have split their only two 
games against ranked opponents this 
year. They beat 18th-ranked Lock 
Haven but lost to 8th-ranked Perm 
State. 
"I think we are ready to play the 
tougher schools," McDonough said. 
"I really feel good about where we 
are at this point in the schedule." 
The Dukes.' next game is a big one 
against 14th-ranked Virginia 
Wednesday in Charlottesville at 7 
P.m. 
Co-captain exemplifies student-athlete 
By Paul Bergeron 
staff writer  
Some student-athletes at JMU have to determine 
which area of their college lives takes precedence 
— performance on the field or in the classroom. 
For Sue Reichle, the two go hand in hand. 
Now in her senior year, Reichle has a 3.63 
overall quality point average. That's with missing 
25 classes a semester as co-captain of the JMU 
field hockey team and as a cover point for the 
women's lacrosse team in the spring. 
Dee McDonough, head coach in lacrosse and 
field hockey, watched Reichle develop over her 
four years. 
"She works hard all the time," McDonough 
said."You wouldn't call her an over-achiever, 
she's more like a high achiever." 
Combining high achievement in academics and 
athletics began in college for Reichle. 
"I was very athletically oriented in an athletical- 
ly oriented high school (Marple Newtown, Pa. 
High School)," Reichle said. 
With "average" high school credentials, Rekhk 
figured to follow her family roots to Dickinson 
College in Pennsylvania. 
"It was a small school and I had been 
accepted," she said. "Their athletic competition 
was at the Division III level and I didn't plan on 
making athletics a part of college." 
"You wouldn't call her 
an over-achiever, she's 
more like 
a high achiever. >t 
—Dee McDonough 
But when convinced by her high school team- 
mates to come to JMU and look over the campus 
during a dual tryout for lacrosse and field hockey, 
Reichle changed her mind about Dickinson. 
"I had never applied here," she said. "I had 
never heard of the school. But I really enjoyed the 
people. The school stood out." 
Reichle still doesn't know what McDonough saw 
in her during that tryout. 
.. ,'
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*
not
 ** ■* coordinated," Reichle said. 
"I'm kind of clumsy. I'm not the highly finessed 
player that our fowards are. 
"My skill level (in hockey) is probably one of the 
lowest on the team." 
In talking to Reichle, her modesty is instantly 
apparent. She insists that JMU has "such depth 
and unity on the team that I wouldn't even be miss- 
ed if I wasn't there. We have such quality 
players." 
But her teammates didn't select her as captain 
for her modesty, sophomore halfback Lisa 
Milhken said. 
"She is the idol of the team," Milliken said. 
"She is such a hustler and has that great go-get'em 
attitude.  She is so important to the team." 
Senior forward Sandy Wilson spoke more on 
Rdchk's qualities as a captain. 
"She has always been a leader and everyone 
See REICHLE on page 21 > 
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GOLDEN HIRE 
Banacol 
Bananas 
Pound 
25 ( 
BOLOGNA. FRANKS WITH 
CHEESE OH 
Hygrade 
Grillmaster Franks 
BATHROOM 
Charmin 
Tissue 
4-HoH 
99' 
Delta Gold 
Potato Chips 
itt-M. 
AVAILABLE ONLV IN STORES WITH 
OELI PASIBV SHO'PES MOT FOOOS 
AVAILABLE ll*m TIL 7pm DAILY 
■ FRESH MADE-XHEESE. Er 
SAUSAGE OR CHEESE 6 
Pepperoni 
Pizza 
12-Inch Crust 
2*5 
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JMU's Carl Bell Staff photo by BOB SEEMAN 
Tennis team splits pair 
By Eric Schmidt 
staff writer 
The JMU men's tennis team showed 
its ability to come back Saturday 
morning to defeat Rutgers 7-2. 
JMU now stands at 1-1 after a 5-4 
loss to Wiliam and Mary Friday. 
JMU's loss to the Tribe was its first 
dual match defeat to William and Mary 
in five years. 
Against Rutgers, JMU won two of 
three doubles matches to open the team 
match, which was moved indoors 
because of early morning rain. 
The Dukes clinched the win as Carl 
Bell, Lee Bell, Keith Ciocco, Rob 
Smith and Gary Shendell each won in 
straight sets at numbers two through 
six. 
Rutgers' only point came when 
number one player Mickey Cook 
defeated JMUs Sonny Dearth 6-3,6-2. 
"We were out for blood," Shendell 
said. 
Dukes' coach Jack Arbogast said, 'We 
showed maturity coming back from 
Friday's loss. It was a solid team 
effort" 
But the loss to William and Mary 
may linger in the minds of the JMU 
squad. 
The team match came down to 
doubles play. Smith and Ciocco lost at 
number two to Kevin,Kearns and Keith 
Minter, but Lee and Carl Bell won at 
number three over Benjy Berinstein and 
Greg Fregerio to magnify the team 
match into the third set of number one 
doubles. 
Dearth and Shendell took a 3-0 lead, 
but the Tribe's Will Harvie and 
Lawrence Craige came back to win 3-6, 
6-3,7-5. 
"We had the shots to pull it off in 
doubles," Arbogast said, "but we just 
couldn't pull it off. It was a 
heartbreaker." 
William and Mary coach Bill Pollard 
said, "Madison is tough. We did to 
them what they did to us last year." 
Both Smith and Ciocco, returning 
from injuries that sidelined them last 
spring, contributed wins for JMU to 
help tie the team score at 3-3 after 
singles play. 
Smith defeated Berinstein at number 
five, while Ciocco edged Minter in a 
three-set struggle. Lee Bell defeated 
Kearns 6-1, 6-4 for the Dukes' third 
point. 
Harvie defeated Dearth, however, 
while Craige topped Carl Bell to give 
William and Mary wins at the top two 
spots. 
Fregerio scored a crucial William and 
Mary point by recovering from a 5-2 
third-set deficit to defeat Shendell at 
number six singles. 
The Dukes will face West Virginia 
University at 2 p.m. Friday at the 
Warren courts. Saturday JMU plays 
Penn Stare at 9 a.m. and East 
Tennessee State at 2 p.m. 
\ 
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SPORTSFILE 
Soccer team 
streak ended 
JMU had its three-game winning 
streak snapped with a 1-0 loss at 
Richmond Sunday. 
The Spiders scored the only goal 
of the game with 1:02 remaining 
when Joe Dueker converted a 
15-yard shot from Greg Sluyter's in- 
direct free kick. 
The Dukes (5-1-2) drop to 2-1-1 in 
the colonial Athletic Association, 
while Richmond is 1-0 in the CAA. 
Goalkeeper Chris North recorded 
three saves for JMU, all in the first 
half. 
The Dukes outshot the Spiders 
10-7, but Richmond led 5-3 in corner 
kicks. 
JMU next plays Virginia Military 
Institute Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at 
JMU Stadium. 
MEN'S   GOLF 
JMU placed fifth in the 21-team 
JMU Invitational at Olde Mill Golf 
Course in Laurel Fork, Va. 
The Dukes shot a two-round total 
of 634, while Richmond won the 
tourney with a 604. Virginia Com- 
monwealth placed second with a 620 
score. 
John Screen led the Dukes with a 
two-round total of 150. 
JMU was in second place after the 
first round, but their 318 total Sun- 
day dropped them to fifth. 
CLUBS 
,: The JMU rugby club A-side team 
defeated VMI 28-6 at home Satur-. 
day. The club also topped VMI 6-3 
in a B-side game. 
JMU's   next   home   contest   is 
against North Carolina (Chapel Hill) 
FALL SPECIAL 
oh Automobile Rental at Highway Motors 
$4 Q95 Per Day 
A 9        10* Per Mile 
First 50 Miles FREE 
Custom Van 
and Voyager A" New 1986 Automobiles 
Mini-Vans Ca" c"ro" "!"*'«toda* 
are also 434-6716 
available "All Roads Lead To. .." 
rVmomh Rcfam K 4-Ooor 
CHFWSLEK 
Plymouth 
Rent-A-CAR 
SFpaT> 
~
mi
 1- « *1 
U S  Routt 11. Norlf.  H«i.i«o«l>«jia. VA  JJ»' 
tOUa TftANWOMTATKM C*NT»* 
*t*tWon* CArjMar. 
at 12:30 p.m. Saturday at the upper 
Convocation Center field. 
The annual fall intramural tennis 
tournament attracted 116 players this 
year. 
The women's final matched two 
former state-ranked junior players, 
Richmond residents Kim Pennington 
and Amy Dickerson. 
Dickerson, the spring 198S 
intramural champion had not played in 
the previous two tournaments. 
Pennington, a transfer student from 
Peace College, was playing in her first 
intramural tourney. 
Pennington had little trouble 
defeating Dickerson 6-1,6-1 to gain her 
first title. 
Pennington and Dickerson then 
combined to take the doubles title over 
sisters Sue and Anne Gervinski 6-1, 
6-0. 
In the men's division, Kamran 
Tehrani attempted to defend the title he 
won last spring. 
He reached the final, but former W. 
T. Woodson (Fairfax) player Danny 
Clarke topped him 6-0,6-2 to take the 
crown. 
The men's doubles final turned out to 
be the closest of the day. 
Clarke teamed with former Woodson 
teammate Scott Kelly to defeat juniors 
A. J. Murphy and Scott Winthrode 6-2, 
7-5. 
— Dean Hybl 
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WELCOME 
BACK 
JMU STUDENTS 
VIDEO 
WORLD 
SUPERSTORE 
NEW LOCATION * NEW CHECK OUT SYSTEM 
Special' JMU 
Membership Sale 
$1.95 • 
per semester, student I.D. required 
offer expires October 6th 
We have moved in the CLOVERLEAF SHOPPING CENTER across 
the street from our old location to serve you better. NOW I NO MORE 
NUMBER SYSTEM, NO MORE CONFUSION. The movies you pick 
off the shelves go home with you. Plus 1000's of your favorite 
movies to choose from. 
LARGEST SELECTION 
IN THE VALLEY 
VHS * BETA * ALL RATINGS 
*   NEW SUPERSTORE * 
101 S. CARLTON ST, CLOVERLEAF SHOPPING CNTR 
Also in: 
Staunton- Waynesboro- Front Royal- N. Winchester 
Woodbridge- Dumfries- Delaney- Petersburg- Richmond 1 
Richmond 2- Richmond 3- Richmond 4- Richmond 5 
Staff photo by STEVE EATON 
Sue Reichle plays a big leadership role for JMU's field hockey team. 
Reichle- 
>• (Continued from page 18) 
everyone looks up to her," Wilson 
said. "She keeps the team going 
with her spirit. You can't be down 
with Sue around. 
"She is kind of quiet, but when 
she is there she is a force that you 
don't think about. She always puts 
the team before her."        / 
Most importantly though, Reichle 
said one has to be happy to be there. 
"I love what I'm doing," Reichle 
said. She also said her attitude 
makes it easier for her in the 
classroom as well. 
Her adviser, political science 
faculty member Kay Knickrehm, can 
attest to that attitude. "She is one of 
my favorite students, you can count 
on her to be interested in the 
material. She will participate in class 
discussions and be enthusiastic." 
Knickrehm recalled an early 
discussion with Reichle about 
athletes and academics. 
"We were talking about 
stereotypes and she said that athletes 
can't be smart," Knickrehm said. 
"She was convinced this was true 
until she came to college. She is not 
just diligent, she is smart." 
But sometimes that diligent at- 
titude get carried too far in the way 
she plays.   McDonough knows that 
style of play well. 
"Sometimes I don't think she is 
aware of the safety techniques in 
playing," McDonough said. "She 
just goes through things and over 
things and gets up like nothing hap- 
pened.  It's kind of funny." 
During her freshman year in 
lacrosse, she was defending a shot 
when an opponent's stick split open* 
the tip of her thumb, causing a lot of 
blood. 
The referee led Reichle to the 
sidelines, but before action resumed, 
she was back on the field to Finish 
the game with eight stitches. 
Other coaches also have taken 
notice of Reichle. Following some 
games, opposing coaches will say, 
"Aren't you a senior yet?" 
Reichle will graduate in  May. 
From there she hopes to go to Ger- 
many, a place she has visited twice in 
the last six years. 
"I want to be able to speak Ger- 
man fluently, and the best way to do 
that is to be over there," Reichle 
said, hoping to put her German 
minor to use. "I'd like to work, 
travel and take classes there. 
"It's a complete other world. It's 
old and there is a lot of history there 
to study.   It's so interesting." 
And if Sue Reichle is interested in 
it, she'll more than likely make it 
successful. 
. '»»J * itn'»m» 
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THE 
DOMINO'S PIZZA i 
DIFFERENCE     | 
r$j6f"f! ] 
1   $ 1.00 off any pizza. 
One coupon per pizza.   ■ 
Not good with any 
other offer. 
Expires: 10/13/86 
Nam*                             1 
a ■t -  -        ■      ■ 
^^ IE9Hk —3111 
Dl    ! 30 minutes      '&*sr''~ 
or $3.00 Off!     IZZZr | 
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|       INI 
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coming to JMU tomorrow! 
oG^N 
Cyciery 
433-0323 
look for us on the East Patio of 
the Campus Center 
^^»N^»^««^55»^»^S^^SS55^^^SS5^»^^^ 
51 Court Square 
434-4464 
'We have pitchers - 
Mon. - Thurs. " 
i 
MONDAY 
■"■aweST*- 
UD
'ES NIGHT/ n r / ™ 
T/
^/TWVIA CONTESTS 
THURSDAV- 
ROCKJNTHURs^y 
FRIDAY- 
KOKO MOTIONS 
SATURDAY- 
'   ™ER^U BROTHER. 
RESUMES that get results! 
OUR PROFESSIONAL RESUMES DO GET RESULTS! 
WE HAVE: 
• FREE brochure with tips on how to write resumes. 
•Typesetting only $15.00 per page for one-week service. 
(Additional charge for faster service.) 
•Printed quality copies of your resume in any quantity on high 
quality paper.  Prices vary with quantity. 
•Extra sheets and envelopes to match. 
ALSO STOP BY FOR: 
e ANNOUNCEMENTS!    We have a wide variety of graduation and 
wedding announcements, stationery, and accessories.   Drop by to 
browse through our catalogs. 
COPIES 5< WE HAVE SELF-SERVICE COPIERS FOR YOUR OTHU COPY NEEDS — 5« per copy with I.D. 
A^* A^1* 
PRINTING 
KWIK-KOPY PRINTING 
35 Kenmore Street 
Harrisonburjj, VA 22*01 
(Street behind Cloverleal McDonald's in King Photo Building) 
433-2828 
*************  ************** 
U.S. WINNER GETS S175.000 ON CBS-TV 
MISS VIRGINIA-USA PAGEANT 
NO I'IKI ORMINC TALENT 
You can win fame and fortune aa Virginias represen- 
tative In the nationally televised 1987 Mlaa USA 
Pageant In February. The March lor Mlaa Virginia 
la on. Stale llnala will be Nov. 29-30 at Nortolk's 
Omni Hotel. It you are single, between the agea of 
17 and UNDER 25 aa of Feb. 1,1987, you may quality. 
For FREE entry Information, send name, address. 
age & phone to: Mlaa Vlrglnla-USA, P.O. Box 90S, 
Sliver Spring, MD. 20910. Phones: (301) 681-3322 
or (301) 589-0505. 
1987 MISS VIRGINIA WINS TRIP TO HAWAII 
<»!»!   »*»¥    IM|»M«t   »»*»«»»»** 
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Newstip? 
Newstip? 
Newstip? 
Newstip? 
call Kyra Scarton, editor 
at (568)-6127 
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Woodsy Owl says 
Slash Your Trash 
Give a hoot. 
afleen 
Ladies' casual wear 
Market Square East 
1641 E. Market St. 
.    434-6480 
This coupon good for an additional 10% off 
non-sale garments 
WE CARRY JMU APPAREL 
For  A  Mere   $10.00 
You   Can   Join   - 
The  JMU  Ski  Club 
:and be eligible  for: 
jr 
- discounts   at  Massenutten 
including  lift  ticket  and  rentals 
- day,   night,   weekend trips 
- 5  day vacation trip to  Stowe, 
Vermount 
- parties! 
Meeting Tues. Sept. 30 - 8:00 - P.C. Ballroom 
Everyone is welcome - Bring dues. 
On sale at Kmko's: 
KODAK FLOPPY DISKS 
$9.95 
SV." ■/■ 10-pack 
$17.95 
$11.95 
SV.' d. a 10-paok 
$22.95 
3'. micro • a 10-pack Vh micro d/a 10-pack 
Wm a Trip fa Hawaii! Imluths Hotal I Air for 21 
■hurtm 
f Appla* Unclnuali ' 
Comptiiei 
kinko-s 
Also sold individually 
1010 South Main St 
433-9287 
fedPMZI 
.lirirn Kmlrnk Vltlet: 
Con1.il and* Nov. Id. 
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• K SALE 1 
Daydreams 
Fantasy 
Myths 
Legends 
niiikoi 
Figments of 
Imagination 
We've got them all, 
and then some! That 
includes all your 
Cavorlte Marvel comics, 
as well as Marvel back- 
Issues, paperbacks, 
posters, collectors' 
Items and much more. 
Browsers welcome! 
433-8283 
Eagle Comics and 
Collectible Brokerage 
305 West Bruce Street 
Harrisonburg, VA 2M01 
_C 
WA 
on 
Nori 
a.m 
tL 
WA< 
ma. 
Enci 
TIN 
At 
Gourmet Foods 
featuring 
Homemoae Pasta • Veal ■ 
Poultry • Seafood • 
Steak 
CATERING 
SERVICE 
AVAILABLE 
Tuesday - Sunday 11:00 To 10:00 
CLOSED MONDAY 
815 East Market Street 
Harrisonburg 
TAKE OUT ORDER 
PICK UP AT PICKUP 
WINDOW 
Visa  MastetCara 
Ame*icon ExQfeu 
1 . * 
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The SGA returns 
The Student Government Association senate meets Tuesday night for 
the first time this year. There are a few things we'd like to see it accomplish: 
• Last year's bill of opinion supporting U.S. aid to the Nicaraguan Contras 
*  had no effect on U.S. foreign policy but it sparked a campus debate on an 
important international issue. The SGA could take the lead again this year in 
increasing awareness on world affairs. 
• We don't know if there's going to be a straw poll on any of this fall's 
national or state elections but if there is, we hope it will be better prepared 
than the one held last fall for the Virginia gubernatorial race. That election 
—-       was poorly organized with insufficient notice and subsequently marred by 
low participation. 
• The last two senates saw bitter budget disputes initiated by individuals 
on the finance committee during springtime front-end budgeting 
deliberations. Treasurer Greg Usiskin's workshops for officers of front-end 
budgeted groups is a positive step toward improving the process. But we 
hope this year's committee members are responsible enough to prevent 
personal bias from interfering with their decisions. And we hope this year's 
budget doesn't require a bitter full-senate floor fight to pass. 
• It sounds like campaign rhetoric, but we hope the SGA encourages 
more student involvement in SGA issues. The best suggestion we have is 
for individual senators to make themselves known to and seek more input 
from their constituents. 
The Breeze is one forum for debate of student issues; the SGA 
should be another that is accessible, loud and willing to act on any concern 
students want to address. We don't think there is enough student interest 
about anything but immediate campus concerns; the SGA could help 
rectify the situation. ' _____  
The above editorial is the opinion of The Breeze editorial board. 
Andrew Wyatt 
JMU students too apathetic to be prejudicial 
Wednesday evening I was taken on a journey back 
in time with a man who helped shape and mold 
history. James Farmer, head of the Commission on 
Racial Equality and an outstanding speaker and 
scholar, told how he and his organization helped to 
desegregate public facilities in the south. 
There were about 300 students attending. Because 
Blackwell Auditorium could not accommodate the 
crowd, the lecture was moved onto the well-kept lawn 
of Moody Hall. No microphones were necessary; Mr. 
Farmer's speaking eloquence and the audience's desire 
to hear allowed his message to be heard. 
Interestingly enough, Mr. Farmer spoke in a town 
where 25 years ago (yes, in your lifetime) he could 
not have spent the night in a public hotel. 
So how is it that a man who played such an 
important role in American history did not make a 
story in The Breeze? It is particularly distressing that 
despite all that people like Mr. Farmer have helped to 
accomplish in America, the attitudes of Americans 
really have not changed much. 
Now I expect The Breeze staff would say Mr. 
Farmer's lecture ended too late on Wednesday and the 
paper had already gone to press. Granted that might 
be the case but Mr. Farmer was scheduled to be on 
campus the entire day. An interview alone would 
have been great copy for Thursday. I know enough 
about journalism to know that space can be saved for 
stories that may not be ready at the time of layout. 
I will not be so narrow-minded to call The Breeze 
or the attitudes it represents racist or prejudicial. You 
care enough to make a stand when you are prejudicial. 
At JMU, very few are prejudicial because very few 
really care. You can tell by talking to the students 
and by the lack of publicity that events such as Mr. 
Farmer's lecture received. There are different types of 
people on campus but only a few really care enough 
to venture beyond their immediate world and learn 
what makes America work the way it does. 
Sometimes I think the noise the university makes 
about more black students, faculty and diverse 
programs is just that: noise to keep a select few, 
namely the federal government, off its back. I realize 
there are a few JMU officials dedicated to these causes 
and I commend them. But what does it matter when 
most students and their publications would just as 
soon pretend JMUs black faction doesn't exist? 
CHANGE OF PACE 
Cyndi Williams 
I've seen the statistics on the demographic make-up 
of JMU. I know the majority qf JMU students are 
white, affluent and from the suburbs of major cities. 
These are the kids who grew up with two black 
families in their neighborhood, 20 in their graduating 
class and all their parents said about the occasional 
black they may have befriended was, "Just don't 
marry them." They know how blacks and whites used 
to be segregated and they have heard of Martin Luther 
King. But they also say, "That was a long time ago 
and blacks can do anything they want, like sitting on 
the front of the bus or even going to JMU. So why 
do blacks keep making a big deal out of everything?" 
Let me, a 20-year-old in 1986, give you some 
insight on the past and why it's still a big deal. In 
1959, when my mother was 19 years old, she could 
not apply to the University of Maryland 20 minutes 
from her home because she was black. In 1962, my 
father's basketball team won their division, which in 
1986 would have given them an automatic bid in the 
NCAA tournament. It meant nothing because "black" 
colleges could not play in the tournament. 
Time and the Supreme Court were on their side and 
in 1986 they have moved past the problems and 
obstacles present in the 1960s to have a family and a 
third generation of college-educated children. 
However, just because they have moved past that 
doesn't mean they have forgotten how things used to 
be. And just like they cannot forget, the first 
generation to enjoy racial equality cannot forget 
either. But just as we have moved beyond dwelling in 
the past, the present is staring us dead in the eyes. 
Yes, I feel slighted and angry. Not so much because 
there was no story but because I realize that my 
parents were right when they told me you can change 
all the laws you want but not attitudes. After four 
years here, I have learned to accept the general apathy 
and ignorance of most JMU students. And I would 
like to think that as long as I continue to read, write 
and stay aware, I will not fall prey to that apathy. 
Then again, maybe the next time I read three pages in 
The Breeze dedicated to students griping about 
campus policies, I'll realize what is really important 
and stop making a big damn deal out of everything. 
Cyndi Williams is a senior majoring in history. 
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CAMPUSQUOTE 
•Do you think the JMU Honor Code 
effectively deters cheating?" 
"Yes, because my- 
conscience would 
bother me too much 
if I cheated." 
Karen Cofer 
sophomore 
business 
"Yes, because people 
won't cheat if they 
know people around 
them will turn them 
in. 
Tom Pollacl 
freshman 
biology 
" Yes, it depends on the 
individual's morality." 
Teresa  Springer 
junior 
medical technology 
"No, I don't think that 
it works effectively, 
but it is a good idea." 
Dave Jeffrey 
senior 
psychology 
"No, not on the students 
pan because they don't 
want to be seen as a 
tattle-tale." 
Amy Cooper 
junior 
psychology 
Student responses in Campusquote are not 
necessarily representative of the entire JMU 
population. ^^^ 
Compiled by Randy Blanchetti 
Photos by Elizabeth Myers 
'Always Right' misguided 
To the editor: 
Try as I might, I simply cannot let the Sept. 25 
installation of "Always Right" to pass without 
notice. This egregious insult to the political 
awareness of everyone in this university is sad 
testimony to the narrow-minded wave of unpleasant 
nationalism temporarily sweeping this country. 
Maria Duncan and Brad Jones wrongly equate 
liberalism, with totalitarianism (not collectivism), 
individual freedom with internal upheaval, and 
collectivist ethics with the causes of war. This 
warped interpretation of political history is as black 
and white as an old Ronald Reagan film, and almost 
as out of date. Duncan and Jones also ascertain in 
their own inimitably quadrumonious style that only 
by blindly adhering to the whims of our government 
can we possibly hope to remain free. 
And what is this hopeless, misguided analogy 
about German Jews, Roman Christians, and 
American businessmen? Are they serious? If you 
want a real scapegoat, read some of the accounts of 
the Japanese-American internment camps from World 
War II. These camps were set up as the result of 
reactionary fears over foreign subterfuge on the 
American mainland. 
And speaking of reactionary, Duncan and Jones 
claim that the only proponents of world peace exist 
in the free enterprise system. That must be why the 
Reagan administration refuses to participate in the 
Soviet-initiated moratorium on the testing of nuclear 
weapons. Give me a break. Their logic is as flawed as 
their alleged journalistic integrity. 
Yes, demonstrating for unilateral disarmament 
certainly is irrational (as they put it) as long as 
knee-jerk conservatives like them are around to 
guarantee that national interests take precedence over 
global interests, namely world peace. America is a 
nice place to live, but let's not overdo it. I don't need 
people telling me our way of life is the only one. So 
the next time they start waving the flag in public, I 
hope they think again and keep their poorly learned 
history lessons to themselves. 
Bruce Jones 
senior 
English 
'Left Field' is anything but communistic 
To the editor: » ~ 
In regard to Mr. Atwood's refutation of the charge 
of being a "communist" which was made by Mr. 
Dow in his letter last week, I really do not understand 
why Mr. Atwood is so disturbed. It is rather obvious 
from Mr. Atwood's previous editorials that he is 
anything but a communist. He lacks die depth of 
knowledge, the sophistication, and the callous 
disregard for individual human life required to be a 
communist. He may be a young man somewhat 
misguided by liberal Democratic ideas, but here in 
America there is nothing really wrong with that. 
On the other hand, Mr. Dow shows an incredible 
lack of perception in referring to Mr. Atwood as a 
"communist." 
Donald E. Garber, Jr. 
graduate student 
business administration 
Sex letter ignored goodness of God 
To the editor: 
In response to a previous letter discussing the issue 
of premarital sex, the goodness of God should be 
emphasized. Sure, "premarital sex" and adultery as 
well as drunkeness are sins but HOPE lies in Christ 
Jesus who died for the forgiveness of our sins. 
Christians need to focus on the grace of God and 
share God's love in a posiUve manner. People 
usually know when they sin but they need to know 
any past can be forgiven and through Jesus the future 
is bright "If we confess our sins, He is faithful and 
just to forgive our sins, and to cleanse us from all 
unrighteousness." (1 John 1:9) We, as sinners, need 
to recognize our wrong attitudes, motives, and 
actions and then turn to Jesus for guidance. Those 
of us who have experienced God's forgiveness feel 
compelled to emphasize die Goodness of God! 
Deanna Sue Green 
senior 
social science 
two other signatures 
Eating disorders symposium to be held on campus 
.«_ __» Tii onnlnrc   l^i>ti(n»   it   \l(\rfnib   (.anarnl    LliiiiTiitnl      find To the editor: 
In recent years, there has been an increasing public 
awareness and concern about a condition which 
afflicts thousands of Americans-mainly high school 
and college age women. We're talking about earing 
disoeders-namely, anorexia nervosa and bulemia. 
Earing disorders threaten the lives of hundreds of 
young women every day and reports say that they 
affect as many as one out of three college age 
women. In response to this cridcal situauon, an 
eaung disorders symposium will be held Oct. 1 at the 
Phillips Center Ballrooom from 7-9 p.m. This event 
is sponsored by Zeta Tau Alpha and will feature Dr. 
Sue Beth Hudson and Judith Royal from the Eating 
Disorders Center at Norfolk General Hospital, and is 
open to the public. 
The Breeze was unable to devote an article to 
publicizing this event, but because of its relevance to 
the JMU community, we felt it was important to 
make people aware of the symposium. It promises to 
be very in forma Live and educational, and we strongly 
encourage everyone to attend. 
Amy L Stinnett 
president 
Zeta Tau Alpha 
four other signatures 
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Want to get someone's 
attention? 
SEND A CLASSIFIED. 
The Breeze is now accepting classifieds/personals for all issues. 
«* 
.»-• 
^ 
Classified/Personals Policy: 
1. The deadlines are noon on Friday for Monday's issue and 
noon Tuesday for Thursday's issue. 
2. All classifieds must be printed on paper 3 X 5 or larger. 
3. All classifieds must be paid in advance. There will be no 
billing for classified. 
4. Classifieds must be printed on separate pieces of paper 
to be printed separately. 
5. Cost of classifieds is as follows: 
$1 for 1 to 10 words. 
$2 for 11 to 20 words. 
$3 for 21 to 30 words, and so forth. 
The cost is rounded to the next dollar, not to the dime. 
j 
6. Classifieds can either be mailed to The Breeze or can be 
dropped off in our office in the basement of Anthony- 
Seeger Hall. 
nr ^wm mm* 
SEND A BREEZE CLASSIFIED TODAY. 
—a, .. 
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FAMOUS LAST WORDS 
FROM FRIENDS TO FRIENDS. 
"Are you OK to drive?" 
"What's a few beers?" 
"Did you have too much to drink?" 
"I'm perfectly fine" 
"Are you in any shape to drive?" 
"Tve never felt better" 
7 think you've had a few too many." 
"You kiddin, I can drive 
with my eyes closed." 
"You've had too much to drink, 
let me drive." 
"Nobody drives my car but me." 
£Are you OK to drive?" 
£njxfew beers?" 
DRINKING AW DRIVING 
CAN KILL A FRIENDSHIP 
U.S. Department of Transportation  gjj 
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P C DUKES 
TIRED OF THE 
"VENT" LINE 
COME TO P C DUKES 
FOR THE REAL THING 
CONTRACT tit ACCEPTED 
LUNCH 11-3       DINNER 4-10 
.-• 
MR. CHIPS 
The winner of the 
bubble gum blowing 
contest was: 
Eric Herbold 
Soph. Bus. Mgt. Major   — 
Coach: Peyton Jackson 
REMEMBER 
BRING YOUR PARENTS 
TO 
SALADS PLUS 
PARENTS DAY   ■■'■ 
OCTOBER 4 11:00-2=00 
UNLIMITED SALAD BAR $3.50 
Taste How Good You're 
Going To Feel! 
LITE ONE 
Hot Soup 
Extended Salad Bar 
(over 40 items) 
Hot Entree 
(low in calories I fat) 
Freshly Baked Breads 
Fruit Bar w/ Yogurt 
located in O-Hall 1 
Mon-Thu, 4=30-7=00 
-M 
